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Substrate effects in the magneto-optical second-harmonic generation
from first principles: Fe ÕCu„001…
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We compute the nonlinear optical response of an Fe monolayer placed on top of 1 to 4 monolayers of
Cu~001!. Our calculation is based onab initio eigenstates of the slab, which are obtained within the full-
potential linearized augmented plane-wave method. The ground-state spin-polarized electronic structure is
converged self-consistently to an accuracy better than 0.1 mRy. Subsequently, we take the spin-orbit interaction
into account within a second variational treatment. The new set of eigenstates allows us to calculate the
magneto-optical transition matrix elements. The second-harmonic response is determined in the reflection
geometry with magnetization perpendicular to the surface~the so-called polar configuration! using the surface-
sheet model. Adding layers of a noble metal~Cu! to the Fe monolayer gives a new degree of freedom for the
inclusion of nonmagnetic Cud bands to the nonlinear magneto-optical response of the slab, and the energy
bands show that such an addition converges essentially to an addition ofd states and a small broadening of the
d band with growing number of Cu layers. The screened nonlinear optical susceptibility is calculated and
converges quite well with a growing number of Cu layers. Our first-principles results confirm that the magnetic
tensor elements of the nonlinear optical response tensor are roughly of the same order of magnitude as the
nonmagnetic ones~in contrast to linear optics, where the magnetic response is only a minor correction!.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.174409 PACS number~s!: 78.20.Ls, 73.20.At, 78.66.Bz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-effect~NOLIMOKE!
has become a versatile tool for the investigation of thin fi
magnetism, as predicted1,2 by theory. Nonlinear optics from
magnetic surfaces and thin films has recently been stu
experimentally by several groups,3–16 and different theoreti-
cal and numerical aspects have been addressed as well15–24

As with nonmagnetic nonlinear second-order optics,25–37

magnetic nonlinear optics is important for the characteri
tion of ~solid-state! structures containing surfaces, interfac
and various subsurface structures. Within the electric-dip
approximation the second-harmonic signal from bulk inv
sion symmetric materials results from surfaces and in
faces.

The early theoretical treatments of nonlinear magne
optics1,2 have been extended by Pustogowa, Hu¨bner, Benne-
mann, and Kraft21 in order to establish anab initio theory for
optical second-harmonic generation~SHG! from magnetic
thin films within the electric-dipole approximation. The
work included the electronic band structure via a fu
potential linearized muffin-tin orbital~FP-LMTO! calcula-
tion, but was limited to constant optical transition matr
elements. The need for calculations of optical transition m
trix elements based onab initio treatment of the wave func
tions has recently been filled by the work of Dewitz, Che
and Hübner,38,39 using the full-potential linearized aug
mented plane-wave~FLAPW! method. Asada and Blu¨gel40

have been studying the magnetic states for fcc Fe films
Cu~100! usingab initio methods.

In Refs. 41–44, Petukhov and Liebsch study the nonlin
optical response of Al. Their work discusses the isotropic a
anisotropic bulk contributions to SHG using a two-ba
model,41 frequency dependence and penetration depth,42 and
in later works also the anisotropic nonlinear optical surfa
0163-1829/2002/65~17!/174409~12!/$20.00 65 1744
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response within the two-band model43 and a nearly-free-
electron model.44 The method is extended to include mo
than one interband transition in the work by Ishid
Petukhov, and Liebsch,45 where an embedding approac
is applied. They45 estimate a SHG response depth of ‘‘1
to 20 interplanar spacings’’~monolayers!. Kuchler and
Rebentrost46–48 have developed models to describe SH
from adsorbates on surfaces of simple metals and semi
ductors. For the metals, their model is based on the lo
density approximation~LDA ! and the Lang-Williams chemi-
sorption model.49 These models may be fine for simple me
als, but for transition metals a free-electron-like treatm
does not suffice.

In recent years, the time-dependent local-density appr
mation ~TDLDA ! has been developed.35,50–53In a combina-
tion of this approach with a jellium model, Liebsch an
co-workers have performed calculations of secon
harmonic54–57 and sum-frequency generation58 from simple
metal surfaces and obtained good agreement with meas
ments on Al and Ag, and of Na and K layers adsorb
on Al.59

In the present work we aim at describing secon
harmonic generation from an Fe monolayer placed on top
semi-infinite Cu. Starting with an Fe/Cu~001! bilayer, we
investigate the influence on the nonlinear optical respo
from each additional substrate Cu layer. The number of s
strate layers we can address individually is, of course, l
ited. Experiments on the subject7,11,60–66 show that ~i! Fe
grows pseudomorphically on Cu at room temperature
meaning that usage of the Cu lattice constant makes se
and ~ii ! the natural magnetization direction under these c
cumstances is along the surface normal.

The electronic structure is calculated within the fram
work of the WIEN97 FLAPW method,67 thus employing a
supercell approach to the thin film system. The nonlin
optics is calculated in the electric-dipole~ED! approximation
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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TORSTEN ANDERSEN AND W. HU¨ BNER PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 174409
using the so-called surface-sheet model, developed by S
Moss, and van Driel.68 Usage of the surface-sheet model a
the ED is justified, since the major obstacle in the treatm
of SHG from thin magnetic films in anab initio framework
is the inclusion and accuracy of the spin-orbit coupling in
wave functions of the electronic ground state. Furthermo
there is no way known to include a laser field into tim
independent density-functional theory, thereby determinin
natural penetration depth of the laser field, etc. The dete
nation of the penetration depth is needed if one wants
abandon the use of a simple model surface response su
the surface-sheet model. On these grounds, the surface-
model has proved its value~see, e.g., Ref. 69 and referenc
therein!. In our paper it is assumed that the nonlinear opti
response is generated alone by the physical region wher
Fe layer is present~hereafter also referred to as the surfac!,
and that the role of the Cu is twofold:~i! the Cu defines the
lattice spacing since Fe grows pseudomorphically on
Cu~001!, and ~ii ! the addition of Cu is expected to amplif
the nonlinear optical response in comparison to the respo
from the Fe alone by contributingd electrons to the Fe layer
Hence, the addition of a noble metal provides us with a n
degree of freedom.

The difficulty in handling calculations of NOLIMOKE on
an ab initio basis lies in the fact that one needs highly ac
rate wave functions to reliably calculate the optical transit
matrix elements occurring in any calculation of nonline
optics.

Tight-binding methods are insufficient for the calculati
of optical transition matrix elements, since~i! the potentials
are inaccurate, leading to trouble with the spin-orbit co
pling, ~ii ! they do not describe the hybridization of thes and
d electrons well. In particular, they reproduce neither
correct symmetry nor the correct localization behavior of
wave functions and transition matrix elements of 3d electron
systems with sufficient accuracy.~iii ! Adjusted parameters
are made to fit a level scheme. Finally,~iv! the transferability
of the parameters to the system is not guaranteed, in par
lar the thickness dependence—they are based on result
the bulk.
he
m
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In first-priciples thin film simulations like ours, quantum
well states will inevitably be part of the picture.70–72

In Sec. II, we list the relevant formulas for our calcul
tions. In Sec. III, we present numerical results
NOLIMOKE for an Fe monolayer placed on 1–4 monola
ers of Cu~001!. In Sec. III A we discuss the band structure
these thin films, including spin-orbit effects and convergen
criteria to reach bulk Cu. In Sec. III B we show the spect
dependence of the nonzero tensor elements of the nonli
optical susceptibility calculated on the basis of the presen
band structure. In Sec. III C we discuss the ability to reso
symmetries and nonlinear optical reflection properties in
form of ~frequency-dependent! intensities. Finally, in Sec.
III D we show the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr rotatio
angle. We finish our treatment by summarizing our findin
and discussing possible extensions to our theoretical m
in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Since ab initio nonlinear optics of transition metal sys
tems is still in its infancy, we use the electric-dipole~ED!
approximation. The use of the ED model seems appropri
because~i! the purpose of this work is to check the effect a
convergence behavior of adding Cu layers all the way st
ing from the band structure, via the optical tensor element
the observable quantities, such as SHG intensities and
nonlinear Kerr effect, mainly focusing on their frequen
dependence. Furthermore,~ii ! the additional nonlocal contri-
bution arising in jellium73 for s-polarized light has neithe
been shown to be of relevance to transition metals, no
combination with magnetism—not even in linear MOKE.

A. The nonlinear optical susceptibility

The present calculations of the nonlinear magneto-opt
response are based on the expression for the nonlinear
ceptibility derived in the usual perturbative manner~compre-
hensive details of the derivation can be found in the work
Hübner and Bennemann!,2 here taken in the long-wavelengt
limit 74–76 ~consult also Ref. 77!
x i jk
(2)~2q,2v!5e3 (

k,l ,l 8,l 9
H ^k12q,l 9ur i uk,l &^k,l ur j uk1q,l 8&^k1q,l 8ur kuk12q,l 9&

Ek12q,l 92Ek,l22\v12i\a

3S f ~Ek12q,l 9!2 f ~Ek1q,l 8!

Ek12q,l 92Ek1q,l 82\v1 i\a
2

f ~Ek1q,l 8!2 f ~Ek,l !

Ek1q,l 82Ek,l2\v1 i\a
D J

3F114pe2(
ab

mamb (
k,l ,l 9

^k,l urauk12q,l 9&^k12q,l 9urbuk,l &
f ~Ek12q,l 9!2 f ~Ek,l !

Ek12q,l 92Ek,l22\v12i\a
G21

, ~1!
n-
e

wherek andq are the wave vectors of the electron and t
photon, respectively,l is the angular momentum quantu
number,ma andmb are direction cosines ofq in the direction
of a andb, respectively, wherea,bP$x,y,z%. Furthermore,
2e is the charge of the electron,\ is Planck’s constanth/2p,
v is the cyclic frequency of the photon,r is the position
operator, andEk,l is the eigenenergy belonging to the qua
tum state uk,l &. The spin index is dropped here, sinc
9-2
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SUBSTRATE EFFECTS IN THE MAGNETO-OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 174409
the spin-orbit coupling is included in the wav
functions.

As opposed to previous numerical studies21,24,38we do not
neglect the contribution in the square brackets here. It is
screening term that describes the linear interaction of
generated second-harmonic light. Our way to treat the s
orbit coupling has been established in Ref. 38. It is trea
within second variation, and only the isotropic contributi
inside the muffin-tin sphere is included. This is justified b
cause the spin-orbit coupling is largest close to the nucle
where the potential is essentially spherical. The dipole tr
sition matrix elements are calculated using the momen
operatorp which is connected to the matrix elements of t
position operatorr via

^c i ur uc j&5
i\

m0

^c i upuc j&
Ej2Ei

. ~2!

The part of the momentum operator resulting from the sp
orbit contributions is neglected. Hence, no spin-flip p
cesses are taken into account, which appears to be a
approximation.78,79 The spin-orbit coupling enters throug
the ground-state solutions to a Schro¨dinger-like equation
where spin-orbit interaction has been added explicitly. T
magnetization enters through the spin quantization a
Thus, the influence of the spin-orbit coupling and the m
netization is accounted for in the wave functions above.

In semiconductors,77,80–82 the band structure essential
consists of valence and conduction bands, and thus in
eral formulas for the second-harmonic response are norm
tailored to that specific~simplified! band structure. The con
ventionally applied indicesv andc for the valence and con
duction bands imply an energetic order of the bands tha
not a priori known in metals. Thus,l , l 8, andl 9 are included
17440
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in a general manner, and the intraband contributions are
cluded in Eq.~1! by allowing all combinations ofl, l 8, and
l 9, including l 5 l 8, etc.

B. The second-harmonic field

The second-harmonic field is calculated using the surf
sheet model by Sipe, Moss, and van Driel.68 The expression
for the second-harmonic optical field established in Ref.
is here generalized~see also Ref. 75! to include an angleg
~azimuth! that describes the rotation of the optical plane w
respect to the surface normal~see Fig. 1!. The second-
harmonic field projection onto the analyzer polarizati
angleF is

FIG. 1. The scattering geometry used in deriving Eq.~3!. The
polarizer angle of the incoming field is denoted byw, the analyzer
angle for the second-harmonic field byF, and the angleg in thex-y
plane describes the rotation of the optical plane with respect to
probe. The optical plane is defined as the plane spanned by
wave vectors of the incoming and reflected light, as usual.
~3!
9-3
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TORSTEN ANDERSEN AND W. HU¨ BNER PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 174409
in which we have used a standard contracted notationu )
above forx (2), f s5sinu/n and Fs5sinQ/N are projections
of the field at frequencyv and 2v, respectively, as aref c

5A12 f s
2 and Fc5A12Fs

2 . tp52 cosu/(ncosu1fc) and
ts52 cosu/(cosu1nfc) are Fresnel transmission coefficien
at frequency v, Tp52 cosQ/(NcosQ1Fc) and Ts
52 cosQ/(cosQ1NFc) are transmission coefficients at 2v,
and Ap52pTp /cosQ and As52pTs /cosQ are transmis-
sion field amplitudes. Finally,n5A«(v) and N5A«(2v)
are the frequency-dependent complex refractive indices
the substrate Cu atv and 2v. The different angles involved
in the equations above~w,g,u! are defined in Fig. 1. For the
angle of reflection of the second-harmonic response,Q5u
holds due to the conservation of momentum along the
face, and in the rest of the paper we will use an angle
incidence ofu5p/4, and an azimuthg50. The nonlinear
optical intensity at the analyzer polarization angle,I (2v), is
then calculated as

I ~2v;u,F,w,g!5e0c0uE~2v;u,F,w,g!u2. ~4!

In Eq. ~3!, x (2) is calculated ink space with the charge
density profile taken fully into account, and the quantitydz
is a normalization factor for the application of the surfac
sheet model. It is in our calculations put equal to the b
value of the thickness of a single Fe layer.

When calculating the nonlinear optical response of a s
face within reciprocal space in a full-potential calculati
where the unit cell is divided into muffin-tin spheres and
interstitial region~as in the FLAPW packageWIEN97!, one
faces two problems. First, a system with a surface~such as a
vacuum/film/substrate system! does not have translation in
variance perpendicular to the film plane, which means t
one has to use a supercell approach and ensure that en
space is added between two adjacent vacuum/film/subs
systems to avoid electronic overlap, i.e., the vacuum ha
be of a certain thickness. In our work we use the equiva
of 8 Cu monolayers as the extent of the vacuum, wh
should be enough in order to ensure electronic decoup
between films in the supercell. Second, since SHG ta
place in the surface of a structure, the interstitial region
to be treated with care. In the work of Dewitz,75 an approxi-
mation has been established for the purpose of calcula
the second-harmonic response from a surface. The divi
of the unit cell is shown in Fig. 2, and in the present work t
nonlinear response is included only from the muffin-
spheres of the Fe layer and from the half-space of the in
stitial region that comprises the vacuum and the vacuum/
interface. After restricting the integration of the dipole tra
sition matrix elements the wave functions are orthogonali
by applying

^c f upuc i&→^c f upuc i&2
^c f uc i&

^c i uc i&
^c f upuc i&. ~5!

In our electrodynamical treatment we make the followi
distinction between the surface sheet and the substrate:
Fe monolayer and the spillout of the wave functions into
vacuum layers comprise the surface sheet, and the sec
harmonic generation is assumed to take place solely bec
17440
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of this and the contributions from the underlying Cu layers
the Fe bands. The substrate in the surface-sheet mod
taken to be semi-infinite bulk Cu.

C. The nonlinear Kerr effect

The Kerr angles are calculated from standard compl
plane Poincare´ ellipsometry.84–86 The Kerr rotationfK and
the ellipticity eK are calculated from the ratiok of the com-
plex Es and Ep components of the second-harmonic fie
k[Es /Ep , as

tan~2fK!5
2 Re~k!

12uku2
, ~6!

sin~2eK!5
2 Im~k!

11uku2
. ~7!

Thus, the nonlinear Kerr rotation can be determined as

f (2)5
1

2
arctan

2 Re~k!

12uku2
1f0 , ~8!

where f050 for uku2<1, f05p/2 for uku2.1 and
Re~k!>0, andf052p/2 for uku2.1 and Re~k!,0.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Below, the numerical calculations are restricted to t
case where the magnetization direction of the Fe laye
perpendicular to the surface (M iz, the so-called polar
magneto-optical configuration!, in accordance with
experiment87 for Fe on Cu at room temperature. For th
~001! orientation considered, the number of independent
ements of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor is reduced t
due to the symmetry, andx (2) can then be written76

FIG. 2. The supercell structure used in the calculation of
electronic structure is shown to the left for 1 monolayer~ML ! Fe on
4 ML Cu~001!. In all cases, the vacuum in the supercell consists
the equivalent of 8 ML in a bulk Cu crystal. The right panel sho
the surface-sheet model implementation we use. The shaded ar
the left panel, consisting of the vacuum layers and the Fe mo
layer, is in our optics calculations contracted to the surface sh
shown on the right.
9-4
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FIG. 3. The band structure of a monolayer~ML ! of Fe on top of~left to right! 1 ML, 2 ML, 3 ML, and 4 ML of Cu~001!. In all plots,
the abscissa is the path through the~two-dimensional! Brillouin zone, and on the ordinate are the eigenenergies in eV at each point o
abscissa. The solid lines represent eigenenergies where the corresponding two-component wave function contains more than 90
spin, dashed lines states with more than 90% minority spin, and dotted lines anything in between. The Cud band lies approximately in the
range of 4 eV to 1.7 eV below the Fermi energy, which in all cases is at zero on the ordinate.
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where the superscripts1 and2 denote even and odd tens
elements, respectively.

Since we are aiming at describing the influence of a b
fcc Cu substrate on the nonlinear optical response of
Fe~001! monolayer, all slab calculations are done with f
Cu lattice positions in the~001! orientation, and conse
quently also using the bulk Cu lattice constant of 3.61 Å

To calculate the electronic structure we use the numer
packageWIEN97, by Blaha, Schwarz, and Luitz.67 It is a full-
potential LAPW code,88 and in order to put our calculation
on solid ground we perform a self-consistent convergenc
the total energy to within 0.1 mRy. This is done using t
generalized gradient approximation exchange and correla
potential of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof89 ~GGA-PBE!,
with a muffin-tin sphere of radius 1.21 Å, a kinetic ener
cutoff of 81 Ry, and a plane-wave cutoff at 13 Ry. The ma
mal l quantum number is 6 for 1–3 Cu layers, and 10 fo
Cu layers. The eigenvalues are calculated in a range from27
Ry to 11.5 Ry relative to the Fermi energy, and the optic
response is calculated within61.5 Ry, which ensures a de
cent accuracy for optical responses with a fundamental in
energy of up to 10 eV. The number ofk points needed for a
converged optical response has been determined in the
that a sufficient number ofk points is reached when a 10%
change in the number does not influence the graphs of
optical response. Final calculations, including treatment
the spin-orbit coupling, are thus done with 2502k points in
the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone, using the tet
hedron method of Blo¨chl, Jepsen, and Andersen,90 and with-
out introducing inversion symmetry perpendicular to the fi
plane.
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Tests show there is still a non-negligible residual infl
ence in the amplitude of the nonlinear optical response w
one varies the boundary between the two basis sets give
the radius of the muffin-tin sphere. This is a result of usi
~i! two different basis set expansions that are not mutu
orthogonal,~ii ! different approximations when using the di
ferent basis sets, and~iii ! the second-variational treat
ment91,92 of the spin-orbit coupling. Choosing too small
basis set, the wave functions may not be described accura
enough, whereas choosing too large a basis set may wo
the effects of the inorthogonality between the two basis s
This problem of course gets amplified when three transit
matrix elements are multiplied to get the result, as is the c
in this paper. We will not elaborate further on these issu
here, and in the remaining part of the paper simply wo
with the muffin-tin radius mentioned above~1.21 Å!.

A. Convergence of the band structure

The band structure for 1 ML Fe on top of 1–4 ML of C
is shown in Fig. 3 along the path in the~two-dimensional!
Brillouin zone, starting from theḠ point, going to X̄and M̄
~which is the fourth corner of the rectangle in the tw
dimensional~2D! Brillouin zone spanned byḠ-X̄ and Ḡ-Ȳ!,
back to theḠ point, out to Ȳ, and ending at M̄. In the polar
~001! configuration, Ȳshould be equal to X.̄ In this figure,
the majority spin states~more than 90% majority spin! are
plotted using dashed lines, and the minority spin states~more
than 90% minority spin! are depicted using solid lines. Th
dotted lines represent states with less than 90% of ei
spin, and are mainly present in the densely populated Fd
band between 1 and 3 eV below the Fermi energy, as
might expect. Looking at the M¯ point, we observe a group o
states between 0.5 eV below and 2.5 eV above the Fe
level. These are Fed states of the minority spin~mostly
unoccupied!, and they do not change much when adding
layers. Their presence reflects the magnetic moment of
structure, and the slight disturbance in these bands ca
attributed to the transfer of magnetic moment to the Cu s
9-5
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TORSTEN ANDERSEN AND W. HU¨ BNER PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 174409
strate layers. In contrast, the occupied Fe majorityd states
mix with the Cud states. The exchange splitting of the Fed
band is in all four cases just about 2.5 eV. We notice t
the added Cu layers contribute with ad band whose onse
is at around 1.7 eV. Comparing with photoemission exp
ments,93–96 one would have expected this to be at 2.17 e
However, this is a well-known97,98 error of the local spin
density approximation~and GGA! in density-functional
theory, and its main effect on the second-harmonic respo
is a redshift of the peaks in the spectrum. This redshif
independent of the redshift we expect when adding more
layers.

For better visibility of the mixed-spin states, in Fig. 4 w
show the region from 0 to 5 eV below the Fermi energy
the case of Fe on top of 4 Cu layers, which has the high
content of mixed spin states. It appears from Fig. 4 that th
mixed spin states are mainly in the Cud band region, and
that the spin polarization of each band varies ink space, such
that bands whose states are well-defined as either majori
minority spin states at M̄become mixed when going awa
from M̄.

FIG. 4. Thed band region below the Fermi energy of a mon
layer ~ML ! of Fe on top of 4 ML of Cu~001!. The abscissa is the
path through the Brillouin zone, and the ordinate the eigenener
in eV at each point on the abscissa. The solid lines repres
eigenenergies of more than 90% majority spin, dashed lines s
with more than 90% minority spin, and dotted lines anything
between. As before, the ordinate is relative to the Fermi energy
17440
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Looking at the lower end of the energy scale in Fig. 3,
find thes states, which in the case of 4 Cu layers look li
they do in bulk. However, when going to less Cu layers,
observe that these states are shifted to higher energies ar
the Ḡ point, and in the bilayer they are hardly distinguishab
from the Cud states.

We may conclude from Fig. 3 that adding Cu layers giv
many more occupiedd states and highly dispersive unocc
pied free-electron states. Additionally, the distance betw
energy bands is decreased with increasing number of Cu
ers, giving many more possible transitions in the nonlin
optical response. With the addition of the 5th Cu layer,
energy bands become diffuse in the numerical step where
include spin-orbit coupling, and thus, magneto-optical res
from our code beyond 4 Cu layers become inconclusive.
energy difference between eigenstates at X¯ and Ȳ in Fig. 3
has been checked explicitly in order to verify that they a
identically zero, as they should be due to our chosen di
tion of magnetization (M iz).

In the optical response, the observed broadening of the
d band with addition of Cu layers should result in a mono
nous redshift~a shift to lower energies! of the peak in the
spectrum expected at an input energy of 2 eV as more
layers are added. For a convergent result, the incremen
this shift should be smaller and smaller for each new
layer.

Here, Cu is nearly nonmagnetic, and does not contrib
directly to the SHG response in our use of the surface-s
model. However, due to the spillout of electrons from the
to the Fe, fingerprints of the Cu will be seen even in t
nonlinearmagneto-optical spectrum because of variations
the wave functions that are included in the surface shee
order to test this expectation in the various quantities
evant to NOLIMOKE we perform calculations of magnet
moments, the screened nonlinear optical tensor elements
nonlinear optical intensities.

Magnetic spin moments~in Bohr magnetons,mB) of the
different layers are listed in Table I. It shows that the ov
whelming part of the total magnetic moment is carried by
Fe layer, as one should expect. It also shows that the m
netic moment is smaller than for a free-standing Fe la
(3.2mB). Furthermore,~i! the first Cu substrate layer is a
ways ferromagnetically coupled to the Fe layer—in agr
ment with the results of Asada and Blu¨gel,40 and ~ii ! the

es
ts

tes
TABLE I. Magnetic spin moments~in Bohr magnetons! for each layer in the Fe/Cu~001! unit cell. Results
are shown for one Fe layer on top of up to 7 Cu layers.

Cu layer number

Fe 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2.828 0.046
2.844 0.043 20.026
2.793 0.033 20.025 20.003
2.792 0.048 20.015 20.006 20.065
2.853 0.042 20.016 20.000 0.001 0.001
2.835 0.044 20.016 20.002 20.001 20.002 20.006
2.740 0.045 20.016 0.004 0.005 0.008 0.001 20.010
9-6
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FIG. 5. Nonzero tensor ele
ments (x i jk

(2)) of the screened
nonlinear susceptibility tenso
@Eq. ~1!# as a function of incident
photon energy for 1 ML Fe on
1–4 ML Cu in the limit where
uqu50. ~a! xxxz

(2) , ~b! xxyz
(2) ,

~c! xzxx
(2) , and ~d! xzzz

(2) . The small
inset ~e! showsx (2) with constant
transition matrix elements
Throughout the figure, real part
are in gray and imaginary part
are in black. The line styles are
encoded according to the numbe
of Cu layers, the solid line repre
senting 4 ML Cu, the dashed line
3 ML Cu, the dash-dotted line 2
ML Cu, and the dotted line 1 ML
Cu.
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second Cu layer is always antiferromagnetically coupled
the Fe layer. Looking at data only up to four Cu layers, th
is a tendency of convergence in the sense that adding
layers 3 and 4 gives further contributions to the antifer
magnetic coupling. This tendency disappears again from
fifth Cu layer, and looking at the full data set, an oscillati
in the magnetic moment of the Fe layer is present. Suc
behavior could be reponsible for the oscillatory variations
the nonlinear magneto-optical response observed in exp
ments99 as a function of the thickness of the noble metal.

In comparison, calculations on~i! 1 ML Fe on bcc
Mo~110! gives100 a magnetic moment of the Fe layer
2.593mB , and the first three layers of Mo are antiferroma
netically coupled to the Fe layer, and on~ii ! 1 ML Fe on bcc
W~110! gives101 a magnetic moment of the Fe layer
2.536mB , and as before, the first three layers of W are a
ferromagnetically coupled to the Fe layer. The differen
with our case of fcc Fe~001! is thus that~i! we have a higher
magnetic moment of the Fe layer, and~ii ! the first substrate
layer is ferromagnetically coupled to the Fe. However,
next three layers are antiferromagnetically coupled, as
these two cases, at least until more layers are added.

B. The nonlinear susceptibility tensor

The real and imaginary parts of the four independent n
zero tensor elements (x i jk

(2)) of the screened nonlinear susce
tibility tensor are shown as a function of the incident phot
energy in Figs. 5~a!–5~d! in the limit where uqu→0. The
small inset@Fig. 5~e!# shows the response for constant mat
elements.

First of all, let us emphasize that the very presence ofxxyz
(2)

in Fig. 5 clearly demonstrates that nonlinear optical susc
tibility tensors are now accessible usingab initio methods —
including magnetism and substrate effects. The result
constant matrix elements@Fig. 5~e!# is that the peak position
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of both the real and imaginary part of the susceptibility o
cillates, shifting to lower energies for even numbers of
monolayers~2 and 4!, and higher energies for odd numbe
~1 and 3! of Cu monolayers.

Looking at Fig. 5, we observe in general for all tens
elements that the most spectacular features are at funda
tal input photon energies below 5 eV, and that the strength
the tensor elements fades out at higher photon energies.
general tendency is in good agreement with the energy ba
from Fig. 3. In agreement with previous results39 for Fe
monolayers we see that the magnetic tensor element (xxyz

(2) ) is
approximately of the same order of magnitude as the n
magnetic tensor elements. This again confirms the hig
magnetic contrast in NOLIMOKE in comparison with linea
MOKE. The largest peaks appear in all cases in the regio
incident photon energy starting at around 0.7 eV and end
at around 1.6 eV, fitting quite well with the transitions fro
the occupied Fe/Cud band to the unoccupied portion of th
Fe d band.

Going more into detail, one should bear in mind that t
nonlinear optical tensor elements consist of sums over m
states that in general cannot individually be identified. W
observe from Fig. 5 the following:~i! The magnetic tenso
element xxyz

(2) shows in the real part a pronounced pe
around 1 eV that moves a little bit down for the second
layer, but appears to be moving back up again for the th
and fourth layer. The slope at the zero crossing on the h
energy side of this peak, however, obeys the general
dency of a monotonous redshift for increasing thickness
the Cu that we expect from the broadening of the Cud band.
A smaller peak is observed starting around 3 eV and mov
to lower energies to about 2 eV for four Cu layers. In t
imaginary part, a peak starts at a little above 2 eV for
bilayer, and it moves gradually downwards in energy unti
has reached 1.5 eV for the fourth Cu layer.~ii ! The usually
9-7
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FIG. 6. Nonlinear optical re-
sponse of a single Fe monolaye
on top of 1–4 Cu monolayers is
plotted as a function of the inci-
dent photon energy for~a! s polar-
ized input as well as output,~b! p
polarized input withs polarized
output,~c! s polarized input withp
polarized output, and~d! p polar-
ized input and output. In all plots
g50 andu5p/4. As in Fig. 5, the
line styles are encoded accordin
to the number of Cu layers, the
solid line representing 4 ML Cu,
the dashed line 3 ML Cu, the
dash-dotted line 2 ML Cu, and the
dotted line 1 ML Cu.
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dominating tensor elementxzzz
(2) is in our calculation the larg-

est as well, but not in any way so large that it can be said
be ‘‘dominating.’’ It has a strong peak in the real part al
around 1 eV, but it tends to be a little bit displaced to high
energies compared to the peak for the magnetic tensor
ment. The imaginary part shows a strong peak at just be
1 eV, except for the Fe/Cu~001! bilayer, where pronounced
peaks are found at around 2 and 3.5 eV. That the resp
does not peak at the exact same frequencies as for the
netic tensor element is very pleasing, since the peaks of
zzz element are almost an order of magnitude larger t
those of thexyz element.~iii ! The nonmagnetic tensor ele
mentxxxz

(2) has strong peaks in its real part around 1 and 2
while the imaginary part has them around 1.5 and 3.5 eV.~iv!
For the last tensor element,xzxx

(2) , the real part shows a pea
located slightly above 1 eV that shifts down a little wh
adding Cu layers. Another peak between 2 and 3 eV sh
the same behavior. In the imaginary part, the largest p
starts above 2 eV and shifts downwards to around 1.5 e
the presense of the fourth Cu layer. It is surrounded by
other peaks that get stronger when Cu layers are ad
while the main peak gets weaker.

Experiments99,102 suggest that the influence of the thic
ness of Cu on SHG persists until at least 20–30 ML, and
the ~linear103,104as well as SHG7,105! response oscillates with
variation of the noble metal thickness. Thus, convergenc
not expected at 4 ML, although our calculations show t
results for 3 and 4 ML are pretty close to each other—
particular the results for thezzz element, which in free-
electron-like metals usually dominates.106

It is remarkable that the effect of the nonmagnetic
shows up in the nonlinearmagneto-optical response. Cu is
known76 to give a response that is a factor of 50 smaller th
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that of Fe, i.e., adding Cu layers to the Fe, one would naı¨vely
expect the response of Fe with minor corrections, but e
the presense of a few Cu layers changes the response m
more. This quite strong effect of the presence of the Cd
band edge has been observed also in linear magn
optics,107 but is even stronger in the nonlinear case.

C. Nonlinear optical spectra

Nonlinear optical intensities are obtained by Eq.~4!,
whereE is to be taken from Eq.~3!. In Eq. ~3! we use an
input electric field E0 of 108 V/m, and the frequency-
dependent complex refractive indices (n and N) of the Cu
substrate in the surface-sheet model are taken from the
perimental data in Ref. 108, since no reliable computat
based on DFT is available (d band position, see above!.
Therefore, thex (2) computed previously gives rise to th
nonlinear polarization of the surface sheet—including
contributions from substrate layers via hybridization of t
bands, while the medium underneath is treated in the fra
work of the above-mentioned experimental data. Thus,
the linear propagation of the second-harmonic field, the
block underneath gives rise to a bulk substrate effect in
dition to the first-principles contributions from the Cu laye
placed under the Fe~substrate surface effects!. Consequently,
interference from~several! complex tensor elements with th
linear optical properties occurs, and we do not expect a o
to-one correspondence between the peaks observed in
nonlinear optical susceptibility and the peaks that will
present in the nonlinear optical spectra.

In Fig. 6 are plotted the resulting nonlinear optical inte
sities for s and p input and output polarizations. The ma
peak rising position from the low-energy side of the spe
9-8
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trum ~long wavelength! fits very well with the experimenta
data on pure Cu~001! of Petrocelli, Martellucci, and
Francini.109 That this is the case clearly demonstrate
strong influence of thelinear optical properties in the
surface-sheet model, since if our nonlinear optical susce
bility were dominating, then the main peak position wou
have undergone a redshift due to the wrong position of
Cu d band. Furthermore, it is interesting to notice~as op-
posed to the naı¨ve expectation of seeing a slightly modifie
Fe response! that the second-harmonic response fits to
data.

By plotting the symmetry-forbiddens polarized response
from s polarized input@panel~a! in Fig. 6#, we get an esti-
mate of the noise level in our calculation. We observe t
our calculations separate this forbidden response from
allowed responses by 30 orders of magnitude. Otherwise
expected from the nonlinear susceptibility, the main featu
in the nonlinear optical spectra occur below a photon ene
of 5 eV, and the largest response arises forp polarized input
and output. Convergence as a function of the number of
underlayers is worse than that for the screened nonlinear
tical susceptibility tensor, since the intensities~i! are func-
tions of squares of many complexx (2), and ~ii ! additional
linear optical effects are present via the Fresnel coefficie

Two configurations have the presence of only one non
ear optical tensor element, namely~i! the case ofs polarized
input andp polarized output, where onlyxzxx

(2)5xzyy
(2) contrib-

utes, and~ii ! whenp polarized input givess polarized output
— here, onlyxyxz

(2) 52xxyz
(2) contributes. Comparing the re

spective panels of Figs. 5 and 6, we observe that just as
peaks in Fig. 5~c! tend to be sharper than the peaks in F
5~b!, and Fig. 6~c! has a narrower main peak than Fig. 6~b!.
Looking at the amplitude, we notice that the order-o
magnitude difference between the largest features inxzxx

(2) and
xyxz

(2) are reproduced in the peak heights of the intensities
the square of this, as one would expect.

Varying the azimuthg simply reproduces the fact that th
sample is completely isotropic whenM iz ~not shown!. Vary-
ing the angle of incidenceu produces a trivial result depend
ing only on the geometry, since in our calculations ofx (2),
uqu→0.

In Fig. 7, the input polarization angle is varied for fixe
output polarizationsp and s, fixed incidence angleu5p/4
and photon energy 1.5 eV. The SHG signal reproduces
twofold symmetry, as expected. Taking a closer look at
lower panel of Fig. 7~s polarized output!, we recognize two
zeros atw5p/2 andw53p/2, which correspond to thes po-
larized input. While these two zeros stay at the same an
for all Cu layers, two other minima appear to be movi
when the number of Cu layers change. In addition,
maxima also move as a function of the number of Cu laye
That there are two minima and two zeros instead of f
equivalent zeros at half-integer multiples ofp shows the
breaking of symmetry by the presence of magnetism, si
for p polarized input ands polarized output, only the mag
netic tensor elementxxyz

(2) contributes to the nonlinear optica
response. In the case ofp polarized output@upper panel~a! of
Fig. 7# we also observe minima fors polarized input beams
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These are the only minima, and they are true minima,
zeros, since atw5p/2 a nonzeroxzxx

(2) ensures a nonzero re
sult, even for Cu alone. Maxima occur for all numbers of C
layers at integer multiples ofp. Thus, with the analyzer ori-
ented in thes direction one has a better tool to reveal t
presence of magnetism than if it is transmitting thep polar-
ization. Furthermore, we observe from Fig. 7~a! that the in-
tensity ~i! is small for the Fe/Cu~001! bilayer, ~ii ! becomes
sharply higher when the second Cu layer is added, and~iii !
thereafter drops monotonically. This is in contrast to the c
of s polarized output@Fig. 7~b!#, where the intensity in many
regions of the polarizer angle increases for each new
layer added. The form of the curves agrees with experime
on polycrystalline Cu~Ref. 110! as well as on Cu~001!.63

That the minima in Fig. 7~a! do not go to zero in our
electric-dipole model is attributed to transitions involvingd
states, which are enhanced due to the presense of the Fe
~dipole transitions involvings states are forbidden!.83 Addi-
tionally, the presence of the Fe layer is responsible~in par-
ticular, the majorityd state that approaches the Fermi ener
at the M̄ point in Fig. 3! for the fact that going to energie
that exclude the Cud band, the response~in plots equivalent
to Fig. 7! does notreproduce the cos4w-like behavior of go-

FIG. 7. Variation of the input polarization angle,w, for an input
photon energy of 1.5 eV, an input angleu5p/4, and analyzer po-
larizations~a! p and~b! s . As in Fig. 5, the line styles are encode
according to the number of Cu layers, the solid line representin
ML Cu, the dashed line 3 ML Cu, the dash-dotted line 2 ML C
and the dotted line 1 ML Cu.
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ing to zero fors-polarized incident light that is present in th
numerical work of Ref. 83 for the Cu~001! surface, as well as
in the experiment of Ref. 109 for an oxidized Cu surface

Experimental work by Vollmer, Straub, and Kirschner63

for a clean Cu~001! surface suggests that intensities fors and
p polarized output, when scanningw, have the same order o
magnitude. While we in Fig. 7 find much higher maxima f
p polarized than fors polarized SHG output intensity, a con
jecture suggests that the difference in intensities will
smaller when one adds Cu layers, thus giving a strong c
tribution from the substrate~limited to the penetration depth
or course!. In addition to the contribution we can predi
from our model, electric-quadrupole contributions are e
pected to give significant, possibly anisotropic, contributio
to the bulk part of the response.99 For the Fe layer, the bulk
does not contribute to anisotropies, so our model with one
layer on a number of Cu layers should fix the Fe contrib
tions while it adds information about the contributions fro
underlayers of Cu, and Cu changes the Fe intensity dram
cally.

To emphasize the influence of magnetism on the seco
harmonic response we have in Fig. 8 shown the magn
optical asymmetry

A5
I ~M iz!2I ~M i2z!

I ~M iz!1I ~M i2z!
, ~10!

for varying the input polarization anglew. For comparative
simplicity, we have plotted them on the same scale@0:2p# as
in Fig. 7. It should be noticed that at the four configuratio
given in the intensity plots of Fig. 6, the asymmetry is e
actly zero~due to the adopted perpendicular direction of t
magnetization!. For thep polarized analyzer angle, we notic

FIG. 8. Magneto-optical asymmetryA for variation of the input
polarization angle,w, for an input photon energy of 1.5 eV, an inp
angleu5p/4, and output polarizations~a! p and~b! s. As in Fig. 5,
the line styles are encoded according to the number of Cu lay
the solid line representing 4 ML Cu, the dashed line 3 ML Cu,
dash-dotted line 2 ML Cu, and the dotted line 1 ML Cu.
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that the asymmetry is very small~a few percent!, whereas the
asymmetry for thes polarized analyzer angle becomes clo
to unity at the minima occurring in Fig. 7~b!. The effect of
changing the magnetization direction is in this case very d
matic. However, in order to observe the influence of cha
ing the magnetization direction the input polarizer must
turned away from the pures andp directions. With respect to
the curves of Fig. 7, reversing the magnetization direction
equivalent to a mirror operation in the curves of Fig.
around the valuew5p/2.

D. Nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr effect

Lastly, we proceed to present the most fragile resu
namely the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr rotation. Seen
the light of Figs. 6 and 7, one should expect the Kerr rotat
to vary quite wildly with the input photon energy as well a
the number of Cu layers. The result is presented in Fig
The nonlinear Kerr rotation shown in Fig. 9 has been limit
to the range@2p/8:1p/8# in order to show the variation
better. For 1 ML Cu, the peak at 4.8 eV goes down to a
proximately2p/4. For 2 ML of Cu, the peak at 5 eV goes a
the way ~2p! around. Also, there are some regions on t
energy scale where the results for 3 and 4 ML of Cu are q
close. This could be a sign of convergence for thicker
layers.

IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

We have presented an attempt at anab initio nonlinear
optics calculation for a monolayer of Fe placed on a Cu~001!
substrate. We have demonstrated that a calculation of
nonlinear susceptibility is feasible, even when magnetism
included. The energy bands show a nice convergence
simple addition of Cud states and a slight broadening of th
d band takes place when one adds more Cu layers. The
linear optical susceptibilities show the expected behavio
a redshift in many of the features, but not all, and the t

rs,
e

FIG. 9. The nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr rotation for 1 M
Fe on 1–4 ML Cu. As in Fig. 5, the line styles are encoded acco
ing to the number of Cu layers, the solid line representing 4 ML C
the dashed line 3 ML Cu, the dash-dotted line 2 ML Cu, and
dotted line 1 ML Cu.
9-10
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dency to convergence at the fourth Cu layer is not as p
nounced as in the energy bands. The intensities, howe
do not show similar signs of convergence, which we attrib
to ~i! the dependence on the square of a sum of many c
plex tensor elements,~ii ! the continuing buildup of uncer
tainties in each of the nonlinear susceptibilities—more la
ers, more terms in the sum of each tensor element,~iii ! the
presence of linear optical artifacts in the denominators of
field projections and Fresnel coefficients, and~iv! the exis-
tence of quantum well states in the nonmagnetic substr
This, of course, also affects the nonlinear magneto-opt
Kerr rotation.

Even though this is anab initio calculation, there are
some points that attract attention as to what can be impro
in the future. Among points in the model that need attent
in order to give a more realistic description are~i! the posi-
tion of the Cud band and the excited states,~ii ! the supercell
concept~the periodicity along the surface normal should
abandoned!, ~iii ! the non-spherical contributions to the spi
t

.

n
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orbit interaction. When these points have been explo
it will also make sense to take a closer look at~iv! the
electric-dipole approximation, and~v! the surface-shee
model. These are all very tough problems to deal with inab
initio calculations.
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